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Chapter 2561 2566-Insta-Killing Stage Three! 

The experts in the third stage were extremely powerful. They were twice as powerful as those in the 

second stage. 

A stage three expert killing a stage two expert was like a stage two expert killing a stage one expert. 

The difference was really huge. 

This man tu was actually a stage three expert. 

Then, how terrifying would the silver-robed youth's strength be? 

"Ye chen," 

Han Lingyu was a little worried. 

Although she knew that ye chen had subdued a third-stage expert, there was a huge difference in 

strength between third-stage experts. 

With her cultivation, she could not tell which was stronger, the giant centipede or man tu. 

So she was a little worried. 

However, despite her worries, she still felt that ye chen could win. 

"This time, that kid is finished." 

"That's right. This time, that kid is dead for sure. This time, it's a third stage expert who's making a 

move." 

"That's right. A stage three expert can easily kill a stage two expert. That kid's combat strength is 

amazing. He can defeat a stage two expert, but so what? he's still going to die when he's facing a stage 

three expert," 

The crowd said coldly. 

Although ye chen could defeat a second-stage expert, he would be dead if he were to face a third-stage 

expert. 

The third stage was different from the second stage. 

The combat strength of the third stage was much stronger than that of the second stage. 

Everyone believed that ye chen was no match for man tu. 

"Ye Chen's very powerful. He's very strong. It's not what you're saying. He can really defeat a stage three 

expert." 

At this moment, han Lingyu spoke. 

Silence. 
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The space was silent. 

Then, there was a burst of laughter. 

"Haha, haha, what did I just hear?" 

"What did that little girl say?" 

"He said ye chen can defeat a stage three expert?" 

"Haha, this is ridiculous!" 

"This is ridiculous. This is really ridiculous. He's a stage three expert. How can a fifth-level immortal God 

Realm ant defeat him?" 

"Yeah, that's impossible!" 

"Has that girl gone crazy?" 

The crowd sneered. 

What a joke. Ye chen could not possibly defeat a stage three expert. 

The third stage was equivalent to the fighting power of a second stage true God. 

It was extremely terrifying. 

Ye chen wanted to defeat the third stage? 

It was impossible! 

"Man tu, right? If you kneel down now, you might still make it. If you don 't, I'll make sure you die an 

ugly death. " 

At this moment, ye chen spoke again. 

Silence. 

The space was silent again. 

"Oh my God, this ye chen kid, has he gone crazy?" 

"Yeah, is he crazy?" 

"Are you kidding me?" 

"He's facing a third stage expert!" 

"He's facing a stage three expert, and he still dares to speak so arrogantly, asking the stage three expert 

to kneel?" 

"Arrogant! He's too arrogant!" 

Everyone roared one by one. 

Ye chen must have gone crazy. 



Facing a stage three expert, he still dared to ask him to kneel. 

This was extremely arrogant. 

Suddenly, everyone looked at ye chen as if they were looking at an idiot. 

It was too laughable. 

"You're looking for death! You're looking for death! He was really looking for death! Since you want to 

die, I'll fulfill your wish. Fist of Mount Tai, suppress everything!" 

Man tu was furious. 

BOOM! 

Fist prints the size of Mount Tai condensed in the air and appeared in the sky. Then, an extremely 

powerful pressure appeared in the sky. The suffocating pressure made everyone unable to breathe. 

Fist prints the size of Mount Tai appeared in the sky, exuding a vast Majesty and powerful aura. 

It was the Taishan divine fist. 

This was man tu's move. 

It was extremely powerful, and with man tu's combat power, he was twice as strong as the second stage 

experts. 

"Go to hell!" 

Man tu growled and waved his hand. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom! 

One after another, the fist radiance fell down with extremely tyrannical power. 

"Invincible divine fist, sweep!" 

"Invincible divine fist, heaven-defying!" 

Ye chen used two of the invincible divine fist's major moves in succession against this move. 

Boom, boom! 

The two fist lights contained their own special wills as they charged out. 

"You don't know what's good for you." 

"You really don't know what's good for you," 

"With his cultivation base, how powerful can his attack be? You still want to go head to head with a third 

stage expert, you're really looking for death!" 

"Yeah, it's too laughable." 

"You really don't know what's good for you," 



"What an arrogant and ignorant thing." 

The crowd sneered. Ye chen wanted to fight a third stage expert head-on? 

If this wasn't seeking death, what was? 

This was simply courting death! 

It was as if they could already see ye Chen's fate of being killed by a single punch. 

However, the next moment. 

Their eyes were so wide that they were about to pop out. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom! 

,m In the midst of a series of intense rumbles, ye Chen's two fist gleams successfully blocked the Taishan 

divine fist. 

That's right, it was blocked. 

"How is that possible?" 

"H-how is this possible?" 

"That's impossible!" 

"A mere fifth-level immortal God Realm ant can actually withstand the attack of a stage three expert?" 

"What, what's going on?" 

"A stage three expert can easily kill a stage two expert." 

"How could he withstand the attack of a stage three expert?" 

"This doesn't make sense." 

"This doesn't make sense at all." 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

How was that possible? 

Ye chen was actually able to withstand the attack of a third stage expert? 

Are you kidding me? 

That was the attack of a stage three expert! 

"Is this all you've got? If that's all you've got, then it's my turn to fight back. " 

Ye chen sneered and waved his hand. 

BOOM! 

A huge seal appeared in the sky. It was the wind demon divine seal. 



Then, under man tu's terrified gaze, the seal pressed down with an extremely terrifying pressure. 

Bang! Bang! 

Man tu's body knelt down uncontrollably. He knelt on the ground, facing ye chen. 

Then, he looked up at the sky in disbelief, only to see the wind demonic divine seal pressing down with a 

vast pressure. 

"Ah!" 

Man tu's body was directly blown up by the terrifying power. 

After that, it could no longer be reassembled. Not even a trace of flesh and blood was left behind, as if it 

had never existed. 

Silence. 

The space was silent. 

Everyone was silent. 

Even the silver-robed youth was no exception. 

Because it was too shocking. 

Shocking, shocking! 

Everyone's mouth was wide open as they fell into a daze. 

Chapter 2562 2567-Tower Of Trials! 

How was that possible? 

A stage three expert had actually died at the hands of a fifth-stage immortal God Realm ant? 

How was this possible? 

What was going on? 

,m The crowd couldn't think straight for a while, and many of them even thought that they were 

hallucinating. 

A stage three expert could easily kill a stage two expert. 

And the second stage experts could easily kill the first stage experts. 

The first stage experts could kill countless ordinary ninth-stage immortal God experts. 

Ye Chen's cultivation base was only at the fifth-level of the immortal God Realm. He was ranked at the 

very back and was many levels away from the ninth-level of the immortal God Realm. 

And his combat power was enough to defeat a stage three expert? 

Are you kidding me? 
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"Damn it, damn it, man tu was my favorite general, you actually dared to kill him!" 

At that moment, the silver-robed young man's face darkened. 

"You, are you looking for death?" 

The silver-robed youth growled. 

"Haha, looking for death? What a joke!" 

Ye chen sneered."In my opinion, you're the one who's looking for death!" 

Silence. 

Everyone's mouth fell open. Ye chen had actually dared to threaten the silver-robed young man. 

As the leader of the group, the silver-robed youth was clearly extraordinary, and his strength was 

definitely much stronger than man tu 's. 

Such an existence had been provoked by ye chen. 

Wasn't ye chen a little too bold? 

"You ..." 

Just as the silver-robed youth was about to flare up, his expression changed as if he had suddenly 

received some news. 

What? 

The silver-robed youth was excited when he received the news. 

"Hmph, I won't play with you for now. I'll deal with you slowly when I come back." 

The silver-robed young man sneered. So what if ye chen could defeat a third-stage expert? 

The silver-robed youth was an unrivaled expert at the third stage of true God Realm. 

That's right, third stage true God Realm. 

Compared to the third stage, he was much stronger. 

It could be said that he was almost invincible in this Mystic realm. 

In fact, the silver-robed young man was also in the top 15, which was extremely terrifying. 

No wonder he was so confident and looked down on everyone. 

BOOM! 

The warship under the silver-robed young man's feet suddenly turned into a stream of light and headed 

deeper into the core area. 

It was so fast that even ye chen could not stop it. 

That battleship must be a God King level treasure. 



Most likely, the silver-robed youth had also obtained it from the secret realm. 

Ye Chen's heart itched as he looked at it. That was a Godking-level treasure. 

It was a pity. 

Unless he killed the silver-robed youth, he would not be able to obtain it. 

Now that the other party had escaped, ye chen could not catch up at all. 

There was no other way. 

"Ye chen, what do we do now?" 

Han Lingyu walked over and asked. 

"Master, shouldn't we go after them now?" 

The purple-robed youth that was the giant centipede asked the same question. 

"Yes, chase!" 

Ye chen muttered to himself for a moment before giving the order. 

Seeing the silver-robed youth's anxious look, it meant that something must have happened in the core 

circle. 

And it was a big matter. 

Therefore, he had to make a trip there. 

Otherwise, if he missed out on any opportunities, it would be a great regret for the ages. 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

The three of them turned into three streaks of light and flew in the direction that the silver-robed young 

man had left at an unbelievable speed. 

After flying for an unknown amount of time. 

Suddenly, heaven and earth began to shake violently. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Heaven and earth shook violently, and the space trembled. 

"What's going on?" 

Han Lingyu asked. 

"I don't know. I'm afraid some treasure has appeared." 

The violet-robed youth said. 

"Who's that?" 



Ye Chen's pupils shrank. 

With his eyesight, he could actually see a huge tower tens of millions of kilometers ahead. 

Under the tower, there were countless figures the size of ants. One of them was a battleship parked in 

the air. It was the silver-robed young man's battleship. The silver-robed young man stood on the 

battleship with a solemn expression, as if he was waiting for something. 

"That's ... The trial Pagoda?" 

Ye chen had attempted this level before, so he was very familiar with the Tower of Trials. 

Tower of Trials. 

He didn't expect a Tower of Trials to appear in the core of the Wildlands. 

From the looks of it, those who appeared at the bottom of the Tower of Trials were the best of the best. 

Even the weakest of them had the strength of a stage two expert. 

A small portion of them were at the silver-robed youth's level. 

It was extremely shocking. 

He was a stage three true God. 

However, ye chen was a little annoyed that most of these people were from the godly King Alliance. 

However, it made sense. The godly King Alliance's influence was too vast and powerful. 

Almost all of them were from the godly King Union. 

Just like the silver-robed youth, he was an expert from the godly King Alliance. 

"Let's go and take a look. " 

Ye chen said. 

He immediately brought han Lingyu and the purple-robed youth to the bottom of the tower. 

Upon seeing ye Chen's arrival, almost everyone was surprised. A mere fifth-level immortal God had 

actually made it here? 

It was truly unbelievable. 

However, they did not pay too much attention to it. The people from the godly King Alliance could not 

be bothered with ye chen either. Killing ye chen would only earn them two trillion celestial stones. With 

their strength, they did not even care about it. 

Therefore, ye chen was ignored. 

"Boom, boom!" 

At this moment. 

The entire tower suddenly trembled violently, and the surrounding space shook violently. 



What was going on? 

Everyone's eyes focused. Could it be that the tower's trial was about to start? 

A training Pagoda like this that had been standing in the Wildlands for countless years must have many 

treasures. It was not impossible for it to have godly King level treasures. 

It was a God King level treasure. 

The moment they thought of a Godking-ranked treasure, everyone's eyes burned with passion. If they 

could obtain a Godking-ranked treasure, it would greatly increase their strength. 

Furthermore, the higher one's cultivation, the more exaggerated the increase in combat strength would 

be. 

"Quickly look!" 

"There's a door!" 

"Look! A teleportation array has appeared!" 

Everyone was excited. 

Ye chen also looked over. As expected, he found a teleportation array at the bottom of the tower. The 

tower was so big that there were many teleportation arrays. 

Everyone was excited. 

Immediately, a few figures rushed towards the teleportation array. They were all second stage experts. 

There were even a few stage three experts among them. 

However, the next moment. 

Whoosh, Whoosh! 

The two rays of light were extremely terrifying and fast. They hit their bodies and killed them. 

It was from the teleportation array. 

"What's going on?" 

Everyone was stunned. Fortunately, they were not in a hurry to go, or else they would have died. 

Chapter 2563 Third Stage True God Realm! 

However, the power of those aurora lights was a bit too terrifying. 

Even the experts in the second stage would die if they encountered it. 

One had to know that those who had just rushed over were all experts in the second stage. There was 

even a powerful expert in the third stage. 

Even so, they were still killed by those auroras. 
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The power of those aurora lights was really too terrifying. 

Even stage two and stage three experts had been easily killed by the Aurora lights. Most of the people 

present were stage three experts. 

Therefore, they didn't dare to act rashly. Whoever dared to move would die. 

Who would dare to rush over first? 

The outcome was death! 

"Look, there's movement in the Tower of Trials!" 

At this moment, someone shouted in shock. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The entire Tower of Trials began to shake madly. After a few seconds, the teleportation arrays at the 

entrance seemed to be activated and shone with a golden light. 

Everyone knew that they could really enter the teleportation array this time and participate in the trial, 

so they all turned into a stream of light and headed towards the teleportation array. 

"All of you, get lost!" 

At this moment, a burly figure trembled and exploded with a terrifying power. It was as if planets were 

exploding one after another. 

A few people around him were directly sent flying by him. 

Everyone looked at the burly young man and could not help but be shocked. They were all stage three 

experts, but they were sent flying by the burly young man. 

This strength was a little too terrifying. 

"What's the meaning of this?" 

Ye chen was also among them. However, he was not sent flying. Instead, he waved his hand and 

protected han Lingyu and the purple-robed youth. 

There was only one teleportation array in their direction, so they could only go to this teleportation 

array. 

At this time, the others had already gone to other teleportation formations. However, ye chen and the 

others could not enter. 

"What do you mean? This teleportation array is occupied by my young master!" 

The burly young man grinned. 

"What?" 

"He has a young master?" 

"He's already so strong, and he still has a young master?" 



"How is that possible?" 

"How can he be so powerful?" 

"That's impossible!" 

Everyone was dumbstruck and in disbelief. 

This burly young man's strength was already terrifying enough, but he actually had a young master? 

Then, how terrifying would his young master's strength be? 

"I don't care if you have a young master or not. You, move aside." 

Ye chen said coldly. 

"You want me to move? Hahaha, you're just a mere fifth-level immortal God Realm ant. How dare you 

ask me to move away? It was truly laughable! Do you know what level of expert I am?" 

The burly young man laughed out loud when he heard this. 

An extremely powerful energy erupted from his body. It was stronger than all the Masters ye chen had 

faced before. 

BOOM! 

A terrifying divine power rose from the burly youth's body. 

True God. 

That's right, this was a true God. 

Furthermore, it was still third stage true God. 

Third stage true God Realm! 

That's right, this was an invincible heaven's favorite at the third stage of true God Realm. 

He was much stronger than the heaven's favorites in the third stage. 

No wonder those stage three heaven's favorites were all sent flying by this person. It was because this 

person's cultivation had already reached the third stage of true God Realm. 

Although it seemed that his strength might not be as good as the silver-robed young man, it was still 

terrifying enough. 

"My God, an expert at the third stage of true God Realm?" 

"H-how is this possible?" 

"A third stage true God level expert actually still has a young master?" 

"This is impossible. There's a young master behind him. How powerful is that young master?" someone 

said. 



The crowd was in an uproar, shocked beyond compare. 

"I've said it before, hurry up and get out of my way. Otherwise, you'll be dead. " 

Ye chen said coldly. 

Silence. 

The space was silent. 

What? 

What did he just say? 

Everyone was stunned. 

What was he saying? 

That was a third stage true God expert! 

He, a mere fifth-stage immortal God trash, actually dared to provoke a third-stage true God invincible 

expert? 

Are you kidding me? 

"Are you crazy?" 

"Is this person crazy?" 

"I admit that he is very gutsy. After all, that stage three true God expert occupied our teleportation 

formation. However, he is too arrogant. He actually said that he would kill a stage three true God 

expert?" 

"He's only at the fifth level of the immortal God Realm, yet he dares to make such arrogant remarks? 

Arrogant, he's too arrogant!" 

"He's really arrogant!" 

"I've never seen such an arrogant person. " 

The crowd was in an uproar again. 

Crazy, too crazy. 

He was simply arrogant to the extreme. 

Ye chen, a mere fifth-stage immortal God ant, actually dared to provoke a third-stage true God 

powerhouse? 

Wasn't this too arrogant? 

Everyone looked at ye chen as if they were looking at an idiot. 

"No, that's not it. Ye Chen's very strong." 



Han Lingyu spoke up again. 

"Haha, little girl, are you a lunatic? the ye chen You're talking about is only at the fifth level of the 

immortal God Realm. You're not joking, right?" 

"Little girl, have you gone crazy?" 

The crowd sneered coldly. 

Han Lingyu trembled with anger. No matter what she told them, they would not believe her. 

"Hehe, hehe, kid, do you know what the consequences of provoking me are?" 

The burly youth sneered. A mere fifth-level immortal God Realm ant actually dared to provoke him. He 

was really courting death. 

"What kind of outcome?" 

Ye chen asked. 

"The outcome is that you will be killed by me. Moreover, you will die an extremely miserable death!" 

The burly young man sneered. 

BOOM! 

The next moment, he took a step toward ye chen. BOOM! 

An extremely powerful aura rose from the burly young man's body. Then, he reached out and 

condensed a giant axe out of thin air. 

This was a giant axe formed by divine power. 

Divine power! 

This was something that only true gods had. 

The power of divine energy was much stronger than celestial energy. 

Moreover, the immortal Dao domain of a true God-level expert had undergone a qualitative change. 

It could be called a God's domain. 

Hence, to those below the true God level, a true God-level powerhouse was extremely terrifying. 

They were not on the same level at all. 

"Godly axe, mountain-splitting axe!" 

The burly young man grinned and leaped. With the giant axe in his hand, he descended from the sky and 

hacked at ye Chen's head as if he was splitting a mountain. 

If this axe hit its target, it would be enough to split an ancient divine mountain. 

The power was extremely terrifying. 



If one was hit by this axe, even an invincible stage-three immortal God expert would probably be killed. 

It was extremely powerful. 

Even a stage three expert would be killed by the axe. 

Chapter 2564 Battling A Third Stage True God! 

"What a powerful might!" 

"He's dead, that brat is dead!" 

"He's definitely going to die in the face of such a powerful attack. There's no doubt about it. He's only at 

the fifth-level immortal God Realm. He's definitely going to die. " 

"He's dead. " 

"Facing such a powerful attack, even a stage three expert would be killed by the axe, right?" 

"He's finished. " 

Everyone said one after another. 

Ye chen was dead for sure. 

In the face of such a powerful attack, even a third-stage expert would die, let alone a mere fifth-stage 

immortal God like ye chen. 

He would definitely die! 

"Taia sword." 

Ye chen waved his hand and a divine sword appeared above his head. 

"Divine sword's third slash, third slash!" 

Shua! 

A black sword Qi that seemed to want to dye the world black instantly burst out and collided with the 

giant axe. 

BOOM! 

After a loud boom, everyone saw that the giant axe was actually blocked. 

However, the black sword Qi also dispersed. 

"Oh? A little bit of strength? Take my axe again, heaven splitting axe, God-destroying axe!" 

The burly young man sneered. With the giant axe in his hand, his figure flashed and he appeared behind 

ye chen. He swung the axe again. 

This axe looked light, but its power was extremely terrifying. It was enough to split the mountains of the 

immortal God World in half. 
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The power was extremely shocking. 

Even a stage three expert would be killed by the axe. 

This was the terror of a stage three true God expert. 

He was much stronger than the experts in the third stage. 

"Invincible divine fist, sweep!" 

Ye chen growled and threw a punch. 

A beam of fist radiance that contained the will of the undefeatable divine fist swept out and collided 

with the huge axe. 

BOOM! 

,m An earth-shattering boom resounded through the world. Many stage two experts felt their ears buzz 

and were about to be deafened. 

The next moment. 

BOOM! 

The fist radiance directly hit the huge axe, causing it to ripple back. 

What? 

What was this? 

How was that possible? 

How was this possible? 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

How was that possible? 

How was that possible? 

"How is that possible? He's only at the fifth-level of the immortal God Realm, but he was able to 

withstand the blow of that burly youth?" 

"That's impossible!" 

"How is this possible?" 

"Could it be that the kid is hiding his cultivation? is he also a true God expert?" 

"Impossible. There are so many of us here. How can he hide his cultivation base? besides, his aura is 

indeed at the fifth-level of immortal God Realm." 

"Yes, he is indeed at the fifth-level immortal God Realm." 



"Oh my God, he's only at the fifth stage of immortal God Realm. How did he manage to withstand the 

attack of a third stage true God?" 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

How was that possible? 

Ye chen, a fifth-level immortal God, could actually block an attack from a third-level true God? 

It was too unbelievable. 

"I didn't expect you to have some strength. Hmph, so what? even if it's a stage three expert, I can easily 

kill him!" 

"Hmph!" The burly teenager snorted coldly, extremely displeased."Take another blow from my axe!" 

Whoosh! 

The burly teenager held the giant axe in his hand. His entire body actually split into sixteen phantoms, 

each of which looked no different from the real one. 

Each of them was holding a giant axe. 

"Heaven splitting axe, illusion kill!" 

The burly young man snorted coldly and his figure flashed. 

In addition to the burly young man himself, a total of seventeen figures charged at ye chen. Each figure's 

energy was extremely powerful, enough to kill a stage three expert. 

In the face of so many phantoms, ye chen only smiled faintly. 

"Invincible divine fist, heaven-defying!" 

"Invincible divine fist, Supreme!" 

After ye chen had used two major moves in a row, he had sent out two fist gleams. 

The two fist radiances were extremely dazzling. They were like two white light pillars that shot out with 

extremely terrifying power. 

The power of these two fist lights was extremely powerful. 

Boom, boom! 

After two earth-shaking rumbles, the two fist radiances blocked the giant axes of the 17 figures. 

There was an uproar! 

There was another uproar. 

"How is that possible?" 

"Ye chen is just a fifth-level immortal God ant. How can he be so strong?" 



"He's too powerful!" 

"His strength is too strong!" 

Everyone was extremely excited. 

Ye Chen's strength was simply too freakish. 

His cultivation base was only at the fifth-level immortal God Realm. 

At this time, ye chen was actually fighting against a third stage true God super expert. 

This was too unbelievable. 

"Damn it, damn it, how can you be so strong?" 

The burly young man finally realized how powerful ye chen was and roared in exasperation. 

He, a third-stage true God expert, had taken action but could not do anything to ye chen in a short time. 

This was simply impossible. 

In particular, his heaven splitting divine axe, illusionary kill, was one of his major killing moves. It could 

be said to have been tried and tested against third stage experts. 

However, it was ineffective against ye chen today. 

What was going on? 

"Nothing is impossible. Alright, I've played enough with you. It's time to go, right?" 

Ye chen sneered. 

What? 

Everyone was stunned again. 

What did he just say? 

It's time to go? 

What did that mean? 

Did he want to kill the burly young man? 

Everyone was stunned. 

"Hahaha, hahaha, it's already a miracle that a mere fifth-level immortal God trash like you can fight me 

to this extent. You actually want to kill me? This is ridiculous!" 

The burly young man laughed. 

He had to admit that ye chen was very strong. Even he could not do anything to ye chen. 

It was indeed a miracle that a third-stage true God expert couldn't do anything to a fifth-stage immortal 

God. 



However, ye chen wanted to kill him? 

Was that even possible? 

This was impossible! 

Unless it was the peak among the third stage true God Realm, such as his young master, that level of 

powerhouse, only then could he be killed. 

Otherwise, who could kill him? 

Even late-stage true God third stage couldn't do it! 

"Whether you can or not, you just have to wait and see." 

Ye chen smiled faintly."Wind demon divine seal!" 

The next moment. 

BOOM! 

A huge seal appeared above ye Chen's head. 

Upon seeing this seal, he could feel the vast pressure emanating from the divine seal of the wind Devil. 

Everyone's expression changed. 

"A Godking level treasure!" 

"How is that possible?" 

"He's only at the fifth-level of the immortal God Realm, but he actually controls a God King-level 

treasure?" 

Everyone was shocked and dumbfounded. 

"Impossible, how could you ..." He said. 

The burly youth finally felt that something was wrong. 

"Nothing is impossible. You can go and die now!" 

Ye chen sneered and waved his hand. 

BOOM! 

The seal of the wind demon seemed to have transformed into an endless mountain. It descended from 

the sky and pressed down on the burly youth with a vast pressure. 

"Not good, block it, block it, block it for me!" 

The burly young man roared. He held a giant axe and once again split into 16 figures, trying to block the 

attack. 

Chapter 2565 2570-Battling Purple Thunder! 
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BOOM! 

The next moment. 

The huge mountain formed by the demonic wind seal crushed the sixteen figures. 

Then, the burly young man struggled madly below,"ah, ah, ah, impossible, this is impossible!" 

He could not believe that he, a stage three true God expert, would actually be suppressed by a fifth 

stage immortal God ant. 

Furthermore, this fifth-level immortal God ant had a God King-level treasure. 

This didn't make sense. 

Usually, only true God level experts had the chance to possess a God King level treasure. One must know 

that obtaining it was one thing, and recognizing its master was another. 

How could a God King level treasure recognize a person who was not even a true God as its master? 

However, the truth was right in front of them. 

Ye chen was controlling a Godking-level treasure. 

And he could drive it like an arm, easily and freely. 

"Die!" 

Ye chen growled. 

"Ah!" 

The burly young man screamed and his body exploded, turning into endless blood mist. 

"You still want to reorganize?" 

Ye chen smiled faintly. In front of a Godking-ranked treasure, she still wanted to reassemble? 

It was too laughable. 

Sure enough. 

The next moment, the burly young man's body, which was constantly reorganizing, was stopped by a 

strange force. 

Then, the wind demon divine seal pressed down again. 

"Ah!" "Ah!" 

With a shrill scream, the burly young man was crushed and exploded. He died on the spot, not even 

leaving his soul behind. 

Even if he was a third-stage true God expert with extremely powerful strength, facing ye chen, who had 

advanced to the fifth-stage immortal God Realm, he was just courting death. 



When ye chen was at the third level of the immortal God Realm, he was already able to fight against a 

third-stage expert, let alone now that he was at the fifth level of the immortal God Realm. 

In addition to the wind Devil divine seal, with his current strength, he could even fight against a fourth 

stage true God. 

This was ye Chen's current strength. 

It was extremely shocking. 

He was dead. 

An expert at the third stage of true God Realm died just like that. 

He had died at ye Chen's hands. He had died at the hands of a fifth-level immortal God. 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

How was that possible? 

Ye chen, a mere fifth-stage immortal God, could actually kill a third-stage true God powerhouse? 

In the true God Realm, the difference of every minor realm was extremely huge. 

The experts in the third stage corresponded to the experts in the second stage of true God Realm. 

However, a stage three true God could kill stage three experts like killing chickens. 

This was the difference in their cultivation levels. 

In the true God Realm, the difference of a small realm was extremely huge. 

However, ye chen had killed a third-stage true God powerhouse with a fifth-level immortal God 

cultivation base. 

It was too unbelievable. 

"Can we go to the teleportation array now?" 

Ye chen said. 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

He grabbed han Lingyu and the purple-robed youth in each hand, and the two of them headed in the 

direction of the teleportation array. 

BOOM! 

At this moment. 

A particularly powerful aura burst out and rose from the front. It was several times stronger than the 

burly young man. 

Who was it? 



Everyone was shocked. 

"You dare to kill my right-hand man? you really don't know what's good for you!" 

BOOM! 

A purple-robed young man stepped out. His figure was extremely steady, like a mountain, vast, 

unfathomable, and his aura was extremely powerful. 

Peak third stage true God Realm. 

That's right, this purple-robed young man had reached peak stage three true God. 

He was much stronger than the burly youth. 

"It's purple Thunder, ranked 15th on the primal Chaos ranking!" 

The crowd recognized the purple-robed young man and exclaimed. 

"So you're the young master that the burly young man was talking about?" 

Ye chen asked the purple-robed young man. 

"That's right, it's me," 

A cold light flashed in the purple-robed young man's eyes,"you dare to kill the burly young man? do you 

know that he is my right-hand man? I have to rely on him to do many things. However, he died in your 

hands today?" 

"You're courting death!" 

The purple-robed youth's eyes were filled with killing intent. 

"He was the one who blocked the teleport formation and wanted to kill me. Now it's my fault. Are you 

from the godly King Union?" 

Ye chen asked. 

If he wasn't from the godly King Union, who else would be so arrogant? 

Sure enough. 

"That's right, I'm from the godly King Union. You know who I am and you still dare to kill my 

subordinate. It seems you're really bold. " 

The purple-robed young man said indifferently. 

The godly King Alliance was extremely powerful. 

Ye chen clearly knew that he was from the godly King Alliance, yet he still dared to kill the burly young 

man. It seemed that he was not afraid of offending the godly King Alliance. 

"Hehe." 



Ye chen sneered. In reality, he had already offended the godly King Alliance. Why would he care about 

offending them again? 

"Since you've killed my subordinate, you can die now." 

The purple-robed young man looked at ye chen with pity as if he was looking at an ant. 

BOOM! 

In the next moment, the purple-robed young man's aura suddenly soared. 

In the end, he was actually infinitely close to fourth stage true God. 

This was also the so-called great circle of true God stage three. 

It was extremely powerful. 

This kind of combat strength was already stronger than that of the silver-robed young man. 

The silver-robed youth's cultivation was about the same as the burly youth 's, but he had a Godking-level 

treasure, the battleship, and was thus more powerful. 

But even so, the silver-robed youth was still not as good as the purple-robed youth. 

When the purple-robed young man burst out with all his strength, he was already infinitely close to the 

stage four true God Realm. 

"Oh my God! True God stage three great circle?" 

"He's actually a Paragon?" 

"This time, that brat called ye chen is dead for sure." 

"Although he could defeat the burly young man, the purple-robed young man is too powerful." 

"Yeah, he's dead for sure this time." 

Everyone said one after another. 

Without a doubt, ye chen was dead. 

No matter how strong ye Chen's combat power was, he was no match for this purple-robed young man. 

The purple-robed young man was too powerful. He was infinitely close to the stage four true God 

Realm. 

How could they fight this? 

If ye Chen's cultivation base improved, he would have no problem defeating the purple-robed young 

man. 

However, the problem was that ye Chen's cultivation base was too low. 

He was only at the fifth-level immortal God Realm. 



A fifth-stage immortal God against a fourth-stage true God? 

Anyone would know what the outcome would be. 

"Make your move." 

Ye chen said,"make your move. Otherwise, kneel down and beg for mercy. I might spare your life." 

Silence. 

What? 

"Haha, how arrogant. You think you can kill me just because you killed the burly young man? I'll let you 

know how laughable you are. " 

"Purple sky divine Thunder!" Purple Thunder said indifferently. 

BOOM! 

A bolt of purple lightning descended from the sky at an unbelievable speed. It was several times faster 

than the burly young man's giant axe. 

Hurry up! 

It was fast. 

He won with speed. 

Moreover, it was extremely powerful. 

The power of this divine Thunder was enough to strike an expert who had just stepped into the third 

stage of true God to death. 

"Invincible divine fist, heaven-defying!" 

In the face of this move, ye chen immediately used the invincible divine fist. Moreover, it was a heaven-

defying move. 

Chapter 2566 2570-Entering The Tower Of Trials! 

Invincible divine fist, heaven-defying. 

Ye chen roared. 

He threw a punch, and the powerful fist radiance shattered the purple lightning. 

What? 

When everyone saw this scene, their eyes all widened, revealing incredulous looks. 

How was that possible? 

"Oh? I didn't expect you to have some ability. " 

The purple-robed young man frowned and said coldly. 
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Although that attack of his just now was not his full power at all, if an ordinary third stage true God 

powerhouse wanted to block that attack, they would also need to spend a lot of strength. 

Ye chen, a mere fifth-level immortal God, could actually block it. 

It was a miracle. 

"Let's fight. " 

Ye chen grinned. The purple-robed young man before him was indeed very powerful. 

The cultivation that was infinitely close to the stage four true God Realm made the purple-robed young 

man's power reach an extremely terrifying level. 

Even a master like the burly young man was no match for the purple-robed young man. 

"Kill!" 

The purple-robed young man growled and waved his hand,"endless heavenly lightning!" 

Suddenly, the endless heavenly lightning formed a net of lightning and descended from the sky, striking 

ye chen. 

"Invincible divine fist, Supreme!" 

The aura on ye Chen's body suddenly burst out. He threw a punch, and a fist ray containing Supreme 

energy burst out. 

This fist radiance contained a supreme will. 

BOOM! 

With one punch, he had destroyed the endless heavenly lightning. 

"What?" 

"How is that possible?" 

"He's that strong?" 

When the crowd saw this, their eyes widened. Ye Chen's strength was so strong? 

Wasn't this too shocking? 

"I admit that your combat strength is not bad. However, you still have to die!" 

The purple-robed young man's expression finally turned serious. 

"Alright, bring it on." 

Ye chen said indifferently. 

"You will pay the price for your arrogance." 

The purple-robed young man shouted angrily,"Nirvana divine Thunder!" 



BOOM! 

A pitch-black divine lightning descended from the sky at an extremely fast speed. Like a sudden clap of 

thunder, it struck wildly in ye Chen's direction. 

Hurry up! 

The speed was too fast. 

The power of this attack was enough to kill an expert like the burly young man. 

The speed was too fast. It was simply too fast. 

"I'm finished. " 

"This time, ye chen is finished." 

"Ye Chen's done for," 

"He's definitely going to die from such a powerful attack. " 

Everyone said one after another. 

There was no doubt that ye chen was dead for sure in the face of this attack. 

Even a third-stage true God expert would be struck to death by this blow, let alone a mere fifth-stage 

immortal God like ye chen. 

The power of this attack was too strong. 

It was not that ye chen was not strong enough, but the purple-robed young man was too powerful. 

It was not something ye chen could contend with. 

"Invincible divine fist, divine punishment!" 

However, at this moment, ye chen moved. 

BOOM! 

He threw a punch. 

Containing the will of divine punishment, the punch also carried the sound of thunder. It was as if it 

could blow up the entire world. 

BOOM! 

Everyone saw the gray fist radiance tear the pitch-black heavenly lightning apart and hit the purple-

robed young man's chest. 

"Ah!" 

The purple-robed young man let out a scream and retreated a few thousand meters. Then, his eyes 

were filled with disbelief. 



How was that possible? 

With his cultivation base, he was actually not a match for a fifth-level immortal God? 

How was this possible? 

"Heavens, so powerful!" 

"Isn't ye chen too powerful?" 

"Ye chen is going against the heavens." 

Everyone's eyes were wide open, and their jaws were about to drop to the ground. 

The purple-robed young man was so powerful, yet he was not ye Chen's match? 

Ye Chen's cultivation base was only at the fifth-level of the immortal God Realm. 

This was too shocking. 

"Damn it, damn it, how can you be so strong?" 

The purple-robed young man's eyes were filled with disbelief as he roared. 

"Nothing is impossible." 

Ye chen said calmly,"it's not too late for you to get lost now. Otherwise, die!" 

Ye chen said coldly. He did not care if the purple-robed young man was from the godly King Alliance. As 

long as he blocked their way, he would just kill him. 

"You." 

The purple-robed young man trembled in anger but he realized that he was not ye Chen's match. 

He had no choice but to make way. 

Ye chen smiled and led han Lingyu and the purple-robed young man toward the teleportation formation. 

"Let's go to the teleportation array!" 

"I didn't expect the teleportation array to be able to accommodate more than three people in one go?" 

"Damn it, that purple-robed youth still wants to stop us?" 

When the crowd saw ye Chen's group of three enter the teleportation formation and disappear, they all 

cursed at the purple-robed young man for being selfish and taking the assessment alone. 

They immediately entered the teleportation formation and disappeared. 

After entering the teleportation formation, ye chen found himself in a vast white space. 

"This is the location of the assessment?" 

Ye chen thought to himself. 



"Swish!" 

At this moment, a white figure suddenly appeared on the platform in front of them. 

The White figure's cultivation base was at the fifth-level of the immortal God Realm. With a lightsaber in 

his hand, he stomped his foot and charged toward ye chen. 

"He's too weak," 

Ye Chen's eyes swept over the figure and a majestic force instantly swept out, directly blowing it up. 

Then, the light screen in front of him immediately dispersed, and a teleportation array appeared. 

There was also a small box that was floating in front of the teleportation array. 

"So this is what it means to pass the first level?" 

Ye chen thought to himself,'this is too simple.' 

However, he didn't think about how monstrous he was. 

In fact, being able to defeat cultivators of the same level at the first level was already considered not 

bad among those of the same level. 

Ye chen walked over and grabbed the small box. He opened it and found one trillion immortal stones 

inside. 

Ye chen naturally accepted it. 

Ye chen stepped into the teleportation formation and arrived at the second level. This place was also a 

vast white space. 

Whoosh, Whoosh! 

Two white figures appeared on the platform in front of them. They held white lightsabers in their hands 

and their auras were fully exposed. They were both at the fifth-level of the immortal God Realm. 

Kill! 

The two white figures immediately charged toward ye chen like two gusts of wind. 

"Die!" 

Ye Chen's eyes swept over them. Two terrifying forces exploded. Bang, bang! 

The two white figures were hit directly and exploded, dissipating into nothingness. 

Then, another small box appeared in front of the teleportation array, blocking the light screen that led 

to the teleportation array. It also disappeared. 

"Let me see what's inside." 

Ye chen stepped forward and grabbed the small box. He opened it and found that it was a secret 

manual. 



The Dragon slaying saber. 

It was a saber technique manual. 

It had actually reached the first stage of true God Realm. 

However, ye chen had no use for it, so he could only put it in his storage space. As for the saber 

technique, he was currently cultivating a fist technique. He needed a fist technique manual. 

Chapter 2567 Challenging The Tower Of Trials! 

However, if he wanted to practice sword techniques, he could. 

He still had a Taia sword. 

With the Tai 'a sword, it would not be impossible for him to practice swordsmanship. 

Moreover, ye chen had been cultivating sword techniques in the past. 

After defeating the two white figures, ye chen quickly entered the third level. 

On the third level, there were three white figures. However, the auras of these three white figures had 

soared to the seventh-level immortal God Realm. 

That's right, he had directly soared to the seventh-level immortal God Realm. 

In other words, three seventh-level immortal gods were besieging ye chen. 

If it were other cultivators of the same level, they would probably be flustered. After all, those who 

could cross two minor realms and fight were only a few, and they were all geniuses. 

Only a heaven's favorite on the primeval ranking could cross four small realms and fight. 

Otherwise, it would be difficult to win against three cultivators who were two small realms higher than 

him. 

To ye chen, there was no difference. He still destroyed everything with a single glance. 

Ye Chen's strength was too powerful. A mere seventh-level immortal God was no different from an ant 

to him. 

"Let's see what the reward is this time?" 

Ye chen looked forward and saw that the reward this time had turned into a Jade box. 

The wooden box had turned into a Jade box. 

Obviously, the reward level had also risen to a higher level. 

This Tower of Trials had a total of nine levels, and each level was more difficult than the previous. The 

further one went, the more difficult it became. 

Of course, the further he progressed, the more abundant the rewards were. 

Therefore, ye chen planned to make it to the ninth level in one go. 
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It was said that the ninth floor of the Tower of Trials was guarded by a Godking-level treasure. If ye chen 

could obtain a Godking-level treasure, it would be a great help to his strength. 

"What is this?" 

Ye chen opened the jade box and found that it was the same as the second floor. It was a secret manual. 

But the level of this secret manual had reached the third stage true God level. 

It was still a saber technique. Ye chen had no use for it, so he threw it into his storage ring. 

Just the third level had become a secret manual at the level of a stage three true God. If he were to 

make it to the ninth level, how powerful would he be? 

Ye Chen's heart was filled with anticipation. 

…… 

At this moment, in the outside world. 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

One figure after another flew out of the teleportation array. Some of them had an unhappy expression 

on their faces, while some of them were laughing loudly. It was obvious that they had obtained a lot of 

treasures. 

"Damn it, this is too difficult." 

One of them said unhappily. 

"That's right. I made it to the third level, and three white silhouettes that were two levels higher than 

me attacked me. I was defeated immediately." 

Another man shook his head and said. 

"Then you're too weak. I made it to the fourth level and was besieged by four people who were three 

levels higher than me. I fought hard for an hour before I was defeated." 

The man said with a disdainful smile. 

The fourth level meant that there were four people who were three levels higher than the Challenger. 

When everyone heard this, they couldn't help but suck in a breath of cold air. This was too difficult. 

If he were to make it to the fifth level, the sixth level, or even the levels after that, just how freakish 

would the difficulty be? 

Even the top 20 heaven's favorites on the primeval list can't make it to the seventh floor, right? 

"Look, someone has reached the fifth level." 

At this moment, someone exclaimed and looked at the pagoda. 

"What? Someone made it to the fifth level?" 



Everyone was shocked. 

This was the first person to reach the fifth level. 

They were all very curious as to who had made it to the fifth level. 

Even the difficulty of the third and fourth level was so great, what more the fifth level? 

This Tower of Trials had constructed enemies according to one's cultivation level. For example, if the 

enemy's cultivation level was at the ninth-level of the immortal God stage, then the enemy's first level 

would also be at the ninth-level of the immortal God stage. 

The higher one's cultivation was, the more they would suffer. 

To be able to make it to the fifth floor, it meant that this person's ability to fight above his level was 

extremely shocking and abnormal. 

He's probably one of the heaven's favorites on the primeval ranking. 

At this moment. 

In the Tower of Trials. 

Ye chen had successfully made it to the fifth level. 

The reward for the fifth floor was a secret manual. It was a sword technique. 

This sword technique was called the myriad Destruction Sword technique. It could destroy everything 

and all enemies. It was extremely powerful and was known for its attack power. 

It was created by a God King level expert. 

In other words, this was a God King level cultivation technique. 

It was extremely powerful. 

It was a God King level cultivation technique. 

Even the undefeatable divine fist was only a stage nine true God cultivation technique. 

There was still quite a bit of difference between a stage nine true God cultivation technique and a God 

King cultivation technique. 

It should be known that from a real God to a God King, it was a chasm that was almost impossible to 

cross. It was a huge threshold. 

As such, Godking-level cultivation techniques were extremely precious. 

Ye chen did not expect to obtain a Godking-level technique on the fifth level. This made ye chen very 

satisfied. 

However, when ye chen reached the sixth and seventh levels, the rewards he received were not as good 

as this sword technique of great annihilation. 

The reward for the seventh floor was a spiritual Pearl. 



It contained a terrifying amount of divine power that was enough to raise one's cultivation level by a 

small realm. 

Naturally, ye chen continued to refine it. However, to him, the effect was not that great. The effect was 

not good and it only improved his cultivation base slightly. 

In terms of combat strength, there wasn't much of an increase. 

At this moment, in the outside world. 

"Look, someone has already reached the eighth level." 

"That person must be Lei Dong, who's ranked 5th on the primal Chaos ranking, right?" 

"Not necessarily. This time, the one who entered the teleportation formation is also Feng Xiu, who is 

ranked sixth on the primal ranking." 

"There are so many experts entering the Tower of Trials this time." 

"Experts are like clouds." 

Everyone was discussing. 

Among the few people who entered the Tower of Trials this time, there were the sixth and fifth on the 

primeval list. 

The cultivation of these two existences had already reached the second stage of true God Realm. 

Moreover, their fighting power was extremely strong and could fight an ordinary fourth stage true God. 

In other words, their strength was above purple Thunder 's. 

This was extremely shocking. 

One must know that a stage four true God expert could be an inner sect elder in the immortal God 

Palace. To be able to take on the role of an elder, how proud and how powerful was that? 

Hence, it could be said that a stage four true God was actually extremely powerful. 

These two heaven's favorites were actually able to fight against a stage four true God. One could 

imagine how strong they were. 

It was extremely shocking. 

"Look, there's someone on the ninth floor." 

"Hiss hiss hiss, how can someone make it to the ninth level?" 

"Someone can make it to the ninth level?" 

"That's the ninth floor we're talking about. " 

Everyone was extremely shocked. 

This was the ninth floor. 



The difficulty of the seventh level was already unbelievable, let alone the ninth level. 

There was actually someone who could make it to the ninth level? 

Who was it? 

Who was it? 

Who had made it to the ninth level? 

Thunder? Or was it Feng Xiu? Or were they talking about the other peerless geniuses on the rankings? 

Chapter 2568 2573-Ninth Level! 

At this time, ye chen had already made it to the ninth level. 

On the ninth level, his opponent turned into a white shadow. But this white Shadow's cultivation was at 

peak stage three true God Realm. 

In other words, ye chen needed to defeat a peak third level true God powerhouse with a fifth-level 

immortal God cultivation base. 

This was an extremely shocking battle prowess. 

Of course, this was also the last level of the Tower of Trials. If they could pass this last level, the rewards 

they would receive would be extremely amazing. 

"Defeat me!" 

The White figure spoke. 

"You can talk?" 

Ye chen was shocked. 

"Defeat me!" 

The White figure repeated this sentence. 

Ye chen understood that this was probably just an energy body left behind by a powerhouse from 

ancient times. It could only say this one sentence. 

It didn't have intelligence at all. 

He had thought that the White figure had gained sentience. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen growled and used the invincible divine fist to punch The White Shadow. 

BOOM! 

The power of the undefeatable divine fist pierced through the space. 

Shua! 
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The White silhouette stomped its feet and seemed to transform into a gust of Divine Wind, flying toward 

ye chen in a frenzy. Then, it threw a punch and directly punched through ye Chen's fist radiance. 

The remaining fist ray was still heading in ye Chen's direction. 

"How is that possible?" 

Ye chen was shocked. The cultivation base of this white figure was clearly only at peak third stage true 

God, but the power that erupted from the punch just now was equivalent to fourth stage true God. 

"Invincible divine fist, Supreme!" 

Ye chen roared and threw a punch. A fist ray was extremely dazzling. It pierced through the void, space, 

and everything. It was an unstoppable attack. 

It also contained ye Chen's supreme will. 

It was as if a Supreme God had descended. 

The White figure threw a punch. 

BOOM! 

After an earth-shattering roar, ye Chen's figure retreated backward madly. However, the White figure's 

figure swayed and continued to attack ye chen. 

"So strong?" 

Ye Chen's eyes finally showed a hint of fighting spirit. 

Although this white light Shadow's cultivation was only at peak stage three true God, his fighting power 

should be equivalent to peak stage four true God. 

Compared to an ordinary stage four true God, he was much stronger. 

He was very powerful. 

If ye chen had not been at the fifth-level immortal God Realm, he would have been defeated by that 

punch. 

"Fight, fight, fight!" 

Ye Chen's heart was burning with fighting spirit. Ever since he had stepped into the immortal God stage, 

he had never met an evenly matched opponent. 

He really wanted to see just how strong he was without the wind Devil divine seal. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

A series of earth-shaking rumbles reverberated in the white space. 

In the blink of an eye, ye chen had exchanged hundreds of blows with the White figure. 

"Invincible divine fist, divine punishment!" 



Ye Chen's punch contained the will of heaven's punishment. It was as if a Celestial King had descended, 

using his supreme will to punish the enemy. 

The White figure threw another punch. 

BOOM! 

The two fists collided, and both of them retreated ten steps. 

"Hahaha, great, great, this is really great!" 

Ye chen laughed out loud. It felt good, it felt so good. 

Ever since he had stepped into the immortal God Realm, he had never fought a battle to such an extent. 

No matter what kind of enemies he encountered, they were all killed by him in the end. 

However, the strength of this white light shadow was extremely powerful. It also had the ability to fight 

above its level. Although it was only at peak stage three true God Realm, its fighting power was 

comparable to peak stage four true God Realm. 

He was extremely powerful. 

Without using the wind demon divine seal, ye chen had finally met his match. 

"Kill!" 

The White silhouette let out a low growl. Its body was like a Phantom, moving at an incredible speed. It 

appeared behind ye chen in an instant. 

"Invincible divine fist, reincarnation!" 

It was as if ye chen had eyes in the back of his head. He threw a punch behind him and a colorful fist ray 

containing the will of Samsara was sent out. It was extremely powerful. 

The White figure followed suit. The two fists collided, and the shockwave created a gust of wind. 

The space exploded. If this was the outside world, millions of kilometers of space would have exploded. 

"As expected of a peak stage four true God. He is twice as strong as the purple-robed young man." 

Ye chen could not help but feel surprised when he saw that his punch could not defeat the White 

silhouette. 

The Samsara of the invincible divine fist was the strongest move of the invincible divine fist. 

Even under such circumstances, he was still unable to defeat the White figure. He was simply too strong. 

"However, it's time to end this." 

Ye chen waved his hand. 

A huge seal appeared in the sky, and a vast pressure spread out. It was extremely powerful. 

"Wind Devil divine seal!" 



Ye chen growled and waved his hand. 

BOOM! 

The demonic wind divine seal brought with it a destructive force that crushed everything in its path. It 

tore apart the white light figure's fist radiance and landed heavily on the white light figure. 

Bang! Bang! 

The White Shadow was directly turned into ashes and smoke, turning into nothingness. 

The battle was over. 

The battle on the ninth floor had finally ended. 

Meanwhile, in the outside world. 

"Look, someone is about to be teleported out." 

"Someone is coming out." 

"Let's see who it is. " 

Everyone looked at the exit. 

Buzzzzzz! 

A figure was teleported out. His face was extremely ugly, and his body was surrounded by lightning. It 

was Lei Dong. 

"Lei Dong was actually teleported out? Looks like Lei Dong isn't the one who made it to the ninth level. " 

At this moment, the ninth floor was still in battle mode. 

Therefore, everyone knew that it was not Lei Dong who had made it to the ninth level. 

"Even Lei Dong only made it to the eighth level?" 

"Lei Dong's combat strength is equivalent to a fourth stage true God powerhouse!" 

"Even Lei Dong is only at the eighth level. The difficulty of this Tower of Trials is too high." 

Everyone said one after another. 

However, for Lei Dong to be able to make it to the eighth level, he was already extremely monstrous. 

Lei Dong's cultivation was at the second stage of the true God Realm. He could cross two small realms to 

fight in the true God Realm. This was an extremely shocking battle record. 

The enemy on the eighth level was a middle stage true God fourth stage. 

He and this middle stage true God Realm four exchanged a thousand moves before he was finally 

defeated. 

After all, his fighting power was equivalent to initial stage fourth firmament true God. 



"Damn it, could it be that Feng Xiu has made it to the ninth floor?" 

Lei Dong's eyes were dark as he looked into the Tower of Trials. His expression was extremely ugly. 

Buzzzzzz! 

At this moment, there was another buzzing sound. 

"Someone is coming out again." 

The crowd hurriedly looked over. 

Buzzzzzz! 

A figure walked out. It was a green-robed youth with a gentle aura. It was Feng Xiu. 

"Whoosh!" 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

It was actually Feng Xiu. 

Feng Xiu had only made it to the eighth level? 

Then, who was the one currently challenging the ninth level? 

Who was it? 
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Everyone was very surprised. 

With Lei Dong's and Feng Xiu's abilities, it was enough to fight a super expert at the initial stage of true 

God Realm. With such combat power, they were actually still unable to make it to the ninth level. 

They didn't even pass the eighth level. 

One could imagine just how freakish the difficulty of this ninth level was. 

And now, someone was actually able to make it to the ninth level? And in the middle of a great battle? 

Wasn't this a little too terrifying? 

What kind of talent was this? What kind of monster was he? 

At this time, ye chen had successfully killed the White figure on the ninth floor. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The entire Tower of Trials started to shake violently. 

Then, ye chen saw the light screen in front of him disperse, revealing a small box. 

The strange thing was that this box was completely black and did not look as good as the jade box from 

before. 
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This was the reward for clearing the ninth level. 

Ye chen was a little excited. He was looking forward to it. What kind of reward would he get after 

clearing the ninth level? 

He was looking forward to it. 

Ye chen immediately walked over and opened the small box. 

After opening the small box, an incomparably vast and majestic aura gushed out. 

This, this is? 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat. It was a Broken Sword. 

That's right, it was a Broken Sword. 

Inside the small box was a Broken Sword. It seemed to be from an extremely long time ago, so it was 

probably a Broken Sword left behind from ancient times. 

It was a Broken Sword. 

Ye chen was a little disappointed. 

However, ye chen was slightly relieved that the vast pressure and ancient energy on this Broken Sword 

were not something ordinary treasures could possess. 

It seemed that this sword was also a good treasure. 

Ye chen immediately put away the broken sword. He had given this Broken Sword a name-the myriad 

destruction Broken Sword. 

He just happened to obtain a sword technique in the Tower of Trials, called the infinite Destruction 

Sword technique. 

He wasn't in a hurry to leave anyway, so he might as well cultivate here. 

"Myriad exterminating sword technique." 

Ye chen opened the secret manual and a large amount of information rushed into his mind. 

Then, ye Chen's face brightened. 

Strong! 

It was too powerful! 

The great Destruction Sword technique was extremely powerful. 

It was many times more powerful than the divine sword's three chops he had cultivated in the past. 

The divine sword's three cleaves was merely a true God-level sword technique. At most, it could only be 

used at the true God level. At ye Chen's current level, the divine sword's three cleaves was no longer of 

much use. 



As for the great Destruction Sword technique, it was a God King level sword technique and was 

extremely terrifying. 

Moreover, it was one of the more profound sword techniques among the God King level sword 

techniques. 

"Shadow annihilation, sky annihilation, God annihilation, will annihilation." 

The myriad exterminating sword technique was divided into four moves. 

Each move was more difficult than the last. 

The most difficult thing was to exterminate intent. 

The simplest one was shadow annihilation. 

Ye chen immediately began to cultivate. He planned to master shadow annihilation first. 

Buzzzzzz! 

The Taia sword appeared in ye Chen's hand and he swung it. 

Shua! 

A gray-white sword light streaked across the space and air, instantly causing the surrounding space to 

explode. 

Then, it landed heavily on the wall of the white space, leaving a white mark. 

"What a powerful force." 

Ye chen could not help but be shocked. The power of the myriad Destruction Sword technique was too 

strong. 

It was only The Vanishing Shadow, the simplest move, but its power was comparable to a peak stage 

four true God expert. 

This power was a little too strong. 

"By the way, I wonder what will happen if I use that Broken Sword to activate the infinite Destruction 

Sword technique." 

Ye chen suddenly thought of the myriad destruction Broken Sword. 

Ye chen immediately took out the myriad destruction Broken Sword and channeled the celestial energy 

in his body into it. 

BOOM! 

An extremely vast pressure burst out from the myriad exterminating Broken Sword. It was extremely 

terrifying. 

All in all, it was super powerful. 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. This ... This energy was too powerful. 



Let's try the myriad exterminating swordsmanship first. 

"Myriad exterminating sword technique, exterminating shadow!" 

Ye chen growled and his figure flashed. 

Shua! 

A beam of sword light shot out from the broken sword at an unbelievable speed. The next moment, it 

tore through the space and rushed to the wall. 

Bang! Bang! 

A huge white mark was left on the entire wall. It was twice as strong as when the Tai 'a sword had 

activated the great Destruction Sword technique. 

He was twice as strong as a peak stage four true God? 

This was probably the attack power of a fifth stage true God. 

Ye chen was overjoyed. 

In other words, his current fighting power had already reached stage five true God. 

He couldn't help but be ecstatic. 

Of course, this Broken Sword was a trump card. Ye chen would not use it unless it was a critical moment. 

Unless he was up against a sufficiently powerful enemy, ye Chen's invincible divine fist was more than 

enough. 

…… 

At this moment, in the outside world. 

"Quickly look, that person is coming out." 

"Are they finally coming out?" 

"He's a peerless genius who made it to the ninth level." 

"I'd like to see what he looks like. Does he have three heads and six arms?" 

"I'm also very curious about his identity. " 

Everyone was waiting at the teleportation array's entrance with great anticipation. 

The ninth level! 

To be able to make it to the ninth level, what kind of peerless heaven's favorite was this? 

The next moment. 

Buzzzzzz! 



Just when everyone thought that the person who had made it to the ninth floor was about to come out, 

the brilliance of the ninth floor bloomed madly. 

This, this is? 

What was going on? 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

"He's passed, he's passed. He's passed the entire Tower of Trials!" 

Suddenly, someone shouted crazily. 

"What?" 

"He passed the entire Tower of Trials?" 

"You're not joking, right?" 

"How is that possible?" 

Everyone revealed a look of disbelief, especially Lei Dong and Feng Xiu, whose faces were extremely 

ugly. 

How was that possible? 

It was already a miracle to make it to the ninth level, not to mention passing it. 

To clear the ninth level, one would probably need to possess the ability to fight across nine minor 

realms, right? 

This wasn't something a human could possess. 

"Damn it, who is it?" 

Lei Dong growled. 

"I don't know," 

Feng Xiu shook his head. 

"It's okay. Don't think about leaving so easily when he comes out later. " 

Lei Dong grinned, his eyes flashing with terrifying lightning and killing intent. 

For this person to be able to pass the ninth level, he must have obtained many treasures. 

He had even obtained a God King level treasure. 

Lei Dong's heart was filled with greed. Get it, I must get it! 

He had to get the treasure from the person who had passed the ninth level! 

If he could obtain all the treasures, it would not be impossible for him to be comparable to the top three 

on the primeval rankings. He might even be able to snatch first place! 



"Quickly look, it's out." 

At this moment, a figure walked out of the teleportation array amid the buzzing sound. 

It was ye chen. 

Silence. 

The space was silent. 

How was that possible? 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

This was because ye Chen's cultivation base was only at the fifth-level of the immortal God Realm. 

How was that possible? 

A fifth-level immortal God could actually pass the trial tower? 

Chapter 2570 2575-Defeated With A Single Punch! 

The difficulty of the Tower of Trials was actually determined by the level of cultivation. 

For example, the difficulty of a fifth-level immortal God was definitely higher than that of a true God. 

At the true God level, one only needed to face an opponent who was one or two levels higher than them 

to pass the eighth level. 

On the other hand, the fifth level of the immortal God Realm required one to face an opponent who was 

seven to eight minor realms higher than one. 

Although one of the reasons was that the true God Realm had a greater span, the immortal God 

difficulty was indeed much higher than the true God. 

On the other hand, ye chen, a mere fifth-level immortal God, had actually managed to clear the ninth 

level and the entire trial tower? 

How was this possible? 

"Let's go," 

Ye chen looked at han Lingyu and the purple-robed youth. The two of them could not help but look 

excited. They had cleared the entire Tower of Trials! 

Ye chen had actually cleared the entire Tower of Trials! 

They knew that ye chen must have obtained an incredible treasure in the Tower of Trials. 

Shua! Shua! Shua! 

Just as ye chen was about to leave with the two of them, a group of figures surrounded them. 

"You want to leave? It's not that simple. " 
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The person in the lead was surrounded by lightning and was extremely terrifying. He was Lei Dong. 

"What do you mean?" 

Ye chen asked. 

"Hand over all the treasures you have, especially the ones you got in the Tower of Trials. Let me see 

them all!" 

Lei Dong said without any expression. 

Whoosh! 

The crowd was in an uproar. Lei Dong had actually openly robbed ye chen of his property. 

With Lei Dong's status, he really didn't fit in. 

However, when they thought about the rewards for the last level of the Tower of Trials, their hearts 

burned with excitement. 

It was said that those who passed the Tower of Trials would at least receive a godly King level treasure. 

It was a godly King level treasure! 

No wonder even Lei Dong wanted to snatch it. 

"I'm sorry. Hand over the treasure? I don't have such a habit. " 

Ye chen grinned."What does it have to do with you what treasure I've obtained? Hurry up and get lost. " 

Silence. 

The space was silent. 

What? 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

This ye chen, a fifth-level immortal God, actually dared to speak to Lei Dong like this? 

Was he looking for death? 

"Haha, haha, you're really bold." 

Lei Dong was so angry that he laughed. A mere fifth-level immortal God Realm ant, who had passed the 

trial tower, actually dared to be arrogant in front of him. 

This was simply courting death! 

"Lei Tian, make your move and snatch the treasures from him." 

Lei Dong ordered a blue-clothed youth beside him. 

"Yes." 



Lei Tian nodded slightly and then stepped out. The aura on his body was revealed completely. He was 

shockingly at the third stage of true God Realm. 

"Kid, hand over the treasure obediently. Otherwise, die." 

Lei Tian coldly said. 

"I'm finished. " 

"He's finished this time. " 

"A mere fifth stage immortal God is bound to lose when facing a third stage true God expert." 

"That's not necessarily true. I saw him defeat the purple-robed youth who was at peak stage three true 

God Realm with my own eyes." 

"What? It's that powerful?" 

The crowd began to discuss. 

"If you kneel down now, I'll still ask you to get lost. Otherwise, the consequences will be very serious." 

Ye chen sneered. 

"You, are you looking for death!" 

When Lei Tian heard this, he was furious. His entire body seemed to have turned into a bolt of lightning 

as he charged wildly in ye Chen's direction. 

"Lightning sky-ripping claw!" 

Lei Tian roared and clawed at ye chen. The space around him trembled. 

The power of this claw was no less than the burly young man's full-strength attack. 

After all, they were all at the third stage true God Realm. 

"I'm finished. " 

"This time, that kid is finished." 

"He's only at the fifth stage of the immortal God Realm. He'll definitely die when facing a third stage true 

God expert." 

"Hehe, that might not be the case." 

"Oh? What's uncertain?" 

"Previously, I saw this person defeat a purple-robed youth with my own eyes. He's also at the third stage 

true God Realm!" 

"What?" 

Everyone was extremely shocked. Ye chen had actually defeated a third stage true God expert 

previously? 



Wasn't this a little too powerful? 

A mere fifth-stage immortal God Realm could actually defeat a third-stage true God Realm? 

It seemed that this battle would be interesting. 

"Invincible divine fist, sweep!" 

Ye Chen's punch, which contained a sweeping will, tore apart Lei Tian's claw ray and exploded. 

"You still have some combat strength?" 

Seeing this, Lei Tian was very surprised. Ye chen was a mere fifth-level immortal God ant, yet he could 

withstand his attack. It was truly unbelievable. 

"You have some combat power, but so what? I was just testing you just now. Go to hell, lightning light 

claw!" 

Lei Tian roared. His entire body flashed like a bolt of lightning. Then, in the next moment, he appeared 

behind ye chen and slashed with his claws. 

Shua! 

A claw ray was extremely terrifying. It contained an extremely powerful force and was about to tear ye 

chen apart. 

"Invincible divine fist, heaven-defying!" 

This time, ye chen used a heaven-defying move. With a punch, a dazzling fist ray directly destroyed the 

claw ray. 

What? 

When Lei Tian saw this, he was completely shocked. 

How could a mere fifth-level immortal God ant like ye chen block his move? 

"Impossible?" 

Lei Tian said in disbelief. 

"Nothing is impossible. You, get lost!" 

Ye chen growled and threw a punch. 

Invincible divine fist, heaven-defying! 

Invincible divine fist, Supreme! 

With ye Chen's current cultivation base, he had unleashed two major moves in a row. The power was 

unparalleled. The two fist gleams directly forced Lei Tian to retreat step by step. He was retreating 

frantically. 

"Impossible, this is impossible!" 



Lei Tian let out a roar of disbelief. 

"Nothing is impossible. I've said it before, there's always someone better. There's still a lot you don't 

know." 

Ye chen sneered coldly. 

The crowd was also in an uproar. Anyone with a discerning eye could see that Lei Tian was no match for 

ye chen. 

Ye chen was only at the fifth-level immortal God Realm, yet he had such powerful combat strength? 

It was too unbelievable. 

"Lei Tian, you can leave now. Let me deal with this brat." 

At this moment, Lei Dong stepped out and said. 

"Yes." 

Lei Tian's expression was unsightly. He, a third-stage true God, was unable to take down ye chen. He had 

lost all face. 

"Brat, it's your honor to be able to force me to attack. Hand over your storage ring obediently and I 

might spare your life." 

Lei Dong said indifferently. 

He was just that overbearing. 

He was just so arrogant. 

This was because Lei Dong was a super heaven's favorite who was ranked fifth on the primal Chaos 

ranking. 

His fighting power was enough to fight against a stage four true God and he was extremely powerful. 

"I'm sorry, but I don't have the habit of handing over my treasures. You, on the other hand, should hand 

over your treasures." 

Ye chen said indifferently. 

What? 

The crowd thought they had heard wrong. 

 


